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Literary History and Bibliography Fall 2000 
Stephen Swords 
Coleman 3391 
581-6984 9 (office); 367-6253 (home); 
this course is designed to be a reflective survey of major works of English literature 
for people at or near the end of their work as English majors. We will read widely and 
quickly through the various periods ofliterary history, with an aim to capture 
representative characteristics and qualities of both the periods overall and the individual 
works themselves. ?vfuch of what we'll look at you will have read before, and this is a 
class to keep in mind the other classes you have already taken, though I also expect you 
to reread. I also expect everyone to draw on their cumulative work as an English major 
to help us recognize and understand the larger issues and concerns that lie behind any 
particular literary text. Overall, I hope this class will help you come to terms with the · 
broad sweep of literature you have been studying and will also enable you to determine 
for yourself why that is important to you. 
Requirements for this course are fairly straightforward. Attendance matters, and 
active participation in discussion also matters. If you want an A, act like an A student-
there, ready to talk, with the assignment read. The major written work for the semester 
entails what I call the personal bibliography project, which I'll present in detail in class as 
appropriate. This work will constitute 50% of your final grade. I may also ask you to do 
various kinds of informal writing, or to lead a particular discussion, or to make a short 
presentation. 
Assignment for Thursday, 8/24 ~ 
Write a short response to what Emerson is saying here, whatever you make that out to 
be. How do you as English major react to what he says? Type this up, and be ready to 
read it to the class and tum it in to me. 
Literature has been before us, wherever we go. When I come in the secretest recess of 
a swamp, to some obscure, and rare, & to me unknown plant, I know that its name & 
number of its stamens, every bract and awn, is carefully described & registered in a book 
in my shelf So is it with this young soul wandering lonely, wistful, reserved, unfriended 
up and down in nature. These mysteries which he ponders, which astonish and entrance 
him, this riddle of liberty, this dream of immortality, this drawing to love, this trembling 
balance of motive, and the centrality whereof these are rays, have all been explored to the 
recesses of consciousness, to the verge of Chaos and the Neant, by men with grander 
steadfastness & subtler organs of search than any now alive; so that when this tender 
philosopher comes from his reverie to literature, he is alarmed (like one whose secret has 
been betrayed) by the terrible fidelity, with which, men long before his day, have 
described all & much more than all he has just seen as new Continent in the West. 
Emerson in his journal, 1845 
